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Abstract 

Voter anonymity and voting correctness are important issues for electronic voting 

mechanisms. Compared electronic voting with traditional 1elections, an electronic voter is 

able to cast his/her ballot through the Internet in any place and at any time if he/she can 

access the network. Therefore, convenience and mobility make electronic voting become more 

and more popular and electronic voting can be adopted in the real world with higher 

feasibility. Recently, Chang and Lee presented an electronic voting (e-voting) scheme based 

on the blind signature and the Diffie-Hellman key exchange methods for ensuring voter 

anonymity and performance efficiency. They claimed that numerous essential requirements of 

general electronic voting can be ensured in their e-voting scheme. Unfortunately, we found 

that Chang-Lee’s e-voting scheme suffers from susceptibility to security attacks and some 

critical security requirements of their e-voting scheme may be compromised. To prevent 

security weaknesses of Chang-Lee’s e-voting scheme, in this paper, an improved version on 

their e-voting scheme is proposed that not only keeps the merits of Chang-Lee’s e-voting 

scheme but also enhances the security of their e-voting scheme. 

 

Keywords: Voter anonymity, blind signature, electronic voting (e-voting), information and 
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1. Introduction 

With the continuous development of computer networks and democratic societies, it 

is important to facilitate easy access for voters to the election polls.  Recent advances in 

cryptographic techniques have made possible to provide Internet based voting as a 

feasible alternative to conventional elections [11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 29, 30, 31]. 

Chaum [3] proposed the first electronic election mechanism in 1981. The scheme 

enables people to electronically cast his/her ballot over insecure network. In order to 

ensure voting security, many electronic voting (e-voting) schemes [1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 
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14, 23, 24] are proposed and the following criteria are important for securing e -voting 

schemes. Major design goals include: 

Anonymity: A voter’s real identity cannot be traced by any adversary and no one can 

identify the relation between a ballot and the voter who cast it.  

Fairness: Adversaries cannot learn or reveal any information about the progress of the 

election until the final voting results are published by administration.  

Convenience: A voter does not need to have complicated knowledge or be able to perform 

special techniques and no additional voting equipment. In other words, it is voter-friendly. 

Uniqueness: During the election phase, a legal voter can only cast his/her ballot once and 

all double voting ballots will be detected and eliminated. 

Accuracy: All valid ballots must be counted correctly and adversaries cannot remove, 

duplicate or alter a valid ballot. 

Unforgeability: Adversaries cannot fake or forge a valid ballot. 

Verifiability: A legal voter can check that his/her legitimate ballot has been correctly 

counted or not. 

 

 

Figure 1. Initial Phase of Chang-Lee’s e-voting Scheme 
 

Recently, Chang and Lee [2] proposed an e-voting scheme with voter anonymity. In order 

to achieve the above-mentioned criteria, they adopt many cryptographic techniques [5, 25, 

26], including: Diffie-Hellman key exchange [6] and blind signature [4]. Moreover, a proxy 

server is used in their e-voting scheme. Their scheme not only provides an anonymous link 

from the voter to the voting authority but also enhances the performance such that it can be 

practically applied over the Internet. Chang-Lee’s e-voting scheme consists of three phases: 

initial phase, voting phase and publishing phase. The handshakes between participants in 

Chang-Lee’s e-voting scheme are depicted in Figure 1, 2 and 3. Unfortunately, we found that 
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Chang-Lee’s e-voting scheme is insecure to some security attacks [22] and thus some 

essential criteria of e-voting cannot be satisfied in their scheme. Chang-Lee’s scheme has five 

weaknesses as follows. 

Attack 1. An adversary may replace the valid ballot with another one and on one knows this 

attack. 

Attack 2. An adversary may send the same serial number to many legal voters and only one 

voter's ballot will be counted correctly. This attack damages the correctness of e-voting 

system. 

Attack 3. An adversary may send an invalid timestamp to legal voters and their ballots will 

be ignored by voting center later. This attack damages the correctness of e-voting system. 

Attack 4. A denial of vote attack may happen in their scheme because it does not provide 

mutual authentication [27, 28] between voter and proxy server. 

Attack 5. An adversary may transmit multiple ballots with multiple serial numbers for double 

voting attack. 

As a result, we propose an improvement on Chang-Lee’s scheme in this paper. To shorten 

the length of this paper, we omit the review of Chang-Lee’s e-voting scheme. Please refer to 

[2]. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose our 

improved scheme and analyze its security and performance in Section 3 and 4, respectively. 

Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5. 

 

 

Figure 2. Voting Phase of Chang-Lee’s e-voting Scheme 
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Figure 3. Publishing Phase of Chang-Lee’s e-voting Scheme 
 

2. The Improved Scheme 

In this section, we propose an improvement on Chang-Lee’s e-voting scheme. Chang-

Lee’s e-voting scheme consists of the following participants: Registration Center (RC), 

Certification Center (CC), Monitor Center (MC), Vote Counter (VC), Voter and a proxy 

server (PS). Some notations used in Chang-Lee’s and our improved scheme are defined in 

Table 1. The notations of the improved scheme are the same as those in Chang-Lee’s scheme. 

To overcome the above-mentioned attacks in Chang-Lee’s scheme, we introduce the RSA 

public-key cryptosystem for participants RC and the proxy server and the details of the 

improved scheme are described as follows. 

 

2.1. Initial Phase 

In this phase, the proposed steps are almost the same as that in Chang-Lee's scheme 

and the only difference between ours and Chang-Lee's scheme is MC and VC have to 

use 'k  to negotiate a new session key k̂  with the proxy server (PS), where 

pgpgk vm xxk modmod'  . Thus, we assume that PS’s private key and public key 

are px  and pgy px

p mod , respectively. To shorten the length of this paper, we only 

demonstrate the key exchange procedure between MC and PS. First, MC computes 

pgpgpyk vmpp xxxkxk

p modmodmodˆ   and sends )( 3ˆ NE
k

 to PS, where 3N  is a 

nonce generated by MC. Upon receiving the message from MC, PS computes 

pkk px
mod'ˆ    and ))(( 3ˆˆ NED

kk
 and reveals 3N  for freshness checking. If it is valid, 

PS sends )1( 3ˆ NE
k

 to MC. Upon receiving the message from PS, MC computes 

))1(( 3ˆˆ NED
kk

 and reveals 13 N  for freshness checking. If it holds, MC and PS 

generate a session key k̂  by using authenticated Diffie-Hellman key exchange 

procedure and k̂  can be used for securing latter sensitive communications. The 

handshakes between MC, VC, PS and RC in the proposed scheme are depicted in Figure 

4. 
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Table 1. Notations 

Symbol Decryption 

(pki, ski) The RSA public/private key pair of entity i 

p A large prime number 

g A primitive element in GF(p) 

Vi The voter 

PI Personal information of Vi 

RC Registration center 

CC Certification center 

MC Monitor center 

VC Vote counter 

PS Proxy server 

xr RC’s private key 

yr RC’s public key, where pgy rx

r mod  

xm MC’s private key 

ym MC’s public key, where pgy mx

m mod  

xv VC’s private key 

yv VC’s public key, where pgy vx

v mod  

xp PS’s private key 

yp PS’s public key, where pgy px

p mod  

xi Vi’s private key 

yi Vi’s public key, where pgy ix

i mod  

h(.) A public one-way hashing function 

mi Vi’s marked ballot 

ti A timestamp generated by RC 

{.}
pk

 The asymmetric computation with public key pk 

{.}
sk

 The asymmetric computation with private key sk 

Ek(.) The symmetric encryption with encryption key k 

Dk(.) The symmetric decryption with decryption key k 

TR/TR’ The tally result of all votes 
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Figure 4. Initial Phase of the Improved Scheme 
 

2.2. Voting Phase 

In this phase, Step 1 is the same as Chang-Lee’s scheme and the major differences from 

Step 2 to Step 7 are shown as follows. 

Step 2: Upon receiving the message from iV , RC decrypts the message and reveals 

( 3,, NPIM i ). Then, RC checks the identification of iV . If it is valid, RC computes 

)||_||(* iiiki tVSNMEB   and sends ),}_||||{,( 3" NVSNtMBE rsk

iiiik  to iV , 

where iVSN _  is an unique serial number for iV  and rsk  is the RSA private key of 

RC. 

Step 3: iV  computes )),}_||||{,(( 3"" NVSNtMBED rsk

iiiikk  and reveals 3N  for freshness 

checking. If )_||||(}}_||||{{ VSNtMVSNtM ii

pksk

iii
rr   is true, iV  sends iC  to 

CC, where cpk

ii RMBhC })({ . 

Step 4 and 5: In Step 4 and 5, our improved scheme is the same as Chang-Lee’s scheme. 

Step 6: iV  sends pi
pk

iii

x

ii NRDRDBSGVSNhpVSNhMV },/,,),_(,mod)_({ 421  to PS, 

where ppk  is the public key of PS and it is generated by RSA cryptosystem. 

Moreover, upon receiving the messages from iV , PS reveals the messages 

421 ,/,,),_(,mod)_( NRDRDBSGVSNhpVSNh iii

x

i
i  by computing psk

iMV }{  

and sends psk
N }1{ 4   to iV  for further checking. If it is valid, iV  convinces that the 
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voting message is received by PS. Then, PS replaces the network address of the 

ballot of iV  by another network address for voter anonymity and sends 

),,,),_(,mod)_(( 41ˆ1 NRDBSGVSNhpVSNhEMV iii

x

iki
i  and 

),,,),_(,mod)_(( 42ˆ2 NRDBSGVSNhpVSNhEMV iii

x

iki
i  to MC and VC, 

respectively. Finally, MC and VC will send the response message )( 4ˆ NE
k

 to PS for 

mutual authentication. 

Step 7: MC and VC checks the validity of iV  by checking whether )( iBh = cpk

iSG }{ . If yes, 

MC and VC stores 13 ,,),_(,mod)_( RDBSGVSNhpVSNhMV iii

x

ii
i  and 

24 ,,),_(,mod)_( RDBSGVSNhpVSNhMV iii

x

ii
i  in their databases, 

respectively. Besides, MC and VC need to ensure that parameters )_( iVSNh  and 

pVSNh ix

i mod)_(  are stored in their database only once. 

The handshake between MC, VC, PS, CC, RC, and iV  in the proposed scheme are 

depicted in Figure 5. 

 

2.3. Publishing Phase 

In publishing phase, RC first computes )(* numbersserialvalidAllE
k

 and transmits it to 

MC and VC. 

Step 1: Upon receiving all valid serial numbers from RC, MC and VC checks whether 

computed )_( iVSNh  is equal to stored serial number or not. If )_( iVSNh  does 

not appear in valid serial number, a double voting incident is detected and the ballot 

will be ignored. Next, MC and VC mutually send and exchange the random number 

of each valid ballot. 

Step 2: MC and VC verify the validity of iVSN _  and it  by computing 

))||_||(( ** iiikk
tVSNMED . If the above condition holds, MC and VC reveal the 

choice of marked ballot by computing ii MRDRDm  21  and count TR, 

where TR is the tally result of all marked ballots. Finally, VC sends TR to MC. 

Step 3: Upon receiving TR from VC, MC checks whether VC’s TR is equal to its TR’. If it 

does not hold, MC cannot announce the final result of voting. Otherwise, the final 

result, all legal voters’ pVSNh ix

i mod)_(  and the session key 
*k  will be 

published by MC. 

Step 4: iV  can first check whether published pVSNh ix

i mod)_(  is equal to stored 

pVSNh ix

i mod)_(  or not. Moreover, iV  reveals iB  with decrypting key 
*k  to 

check the validity of iB . If pVSNh ix

i mod)_(  appears and the content of iB  is 

valid, it means iV ’s ballot has been correctly counted. Otherwise, iV  presents 

)mod)_(,}_||||{,( pVSNhVSNtMB ir x

i

sk

iiii  and inquires the electoral unit to 

check and recount his/her ballot.  
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The handshake between MC, VC, RC and iV  in the proposed scheme are depicted in 

Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 5. Voting Phase of the Improved Scheme 
 

 

 

Figure 6. Publishing Phase of the Improved Scheme 
 

3. Security Analysis 

In this section, we will show that how our improved scheme withstands the attacks 

described in [22] as follows. 

Attack 1 resistance: In attack 1 of [22], if an adversary E in RC tries to replace iV ’s valid 

ballot with another one, E needs to know the parameters pVSNh ix

i mod)_( , iSG  and 4N  

to generate the message in Step 6 of the voting phase. Unfortunately, under the protection of 
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PS’s public key ppk , E cannot decrypt ( pVSNh ix

i mod)_( , iSG , 4N ) from 

pi
pk

iii

x

i NRDBSGVSNhpVSNh },,,),_(,mod)_({ 41  and 

pi
pk

iii

x

i NRDBSGVSNhpVSNh },,,),_(,mod)_({ 42  to convince the voter iV . Therefore, 

attack 1 cannot be work in our improved scheme unless E knows the private key psk  of PS. 

Attack 2 resistance: In attack 2 of [22], E uses the same serial number iVSN _  repeatedly 

that were used by many legal voters in the voting phase. However, the serial number iVSN _  

is signed by using RC’s private key rsk  in the voting phase and pVSNh ix

i mod)_(  will be 

published in the publishing phase. Therefore, iV  can know that his/her ballot has been 

counted or not. Finally, it appears that the adversary E cannot use the same serial number to 

cheat the iV  and attack 2 can be prevented in our improved scheme unless E knows the 

private key ix  of iV . 

Attack 3 resistance: In our improved scheme, RC must sign the generated timestamp by 

using its private key rsk  and send it to iV  in the voting phase. If iV ’s ballot does not counted 

for the reason of invalid timestamp, iV  can show the signed timestamp rsk

it }{  to the electoral 

administration and ask it to recount his/her ballot. Finally, attack 3 cannot be work in our 

improved scheme. 

Attack 4 resistance: For denial of vote attack, we introduce mutual authentication between 

iV , the proxy server, MC and VC during the proposed voting phase and E cannot generate the 

valid signature psk
N }1{ 4   to iV  for further checking unless he/she knows the private key 

psk  of PS. As a result, attack 4 of [22] can be detected when iV ’s voting ballot has been 

discarded by E. On the other hands, during the publishing phase of our improved scheme, 

Steps 3 and 4 are introduced for each voter to check whether his/her ballot has been correctly 

counted or not. If it does not count, iV  still can ask the electoral administration to recount 

his/her ballot and the requirement of verifiability is achieved in our improved scheme. 

Attack 5 resistance: In attack 5 of [22], since RC transmits )(* numbersserialvalidAllE
k

 

for MC and VC in the publishing phase. Thus, the voter iV  cannot cast his/her ballot more 

than once by generating invalid serial numbers. If iV  is dishonest, both MC and VC will 

detect these invalid serial numbers in their databases and delete them. Finally, prevention of 

double voting and requirement of unforgeability can be provided in the improved scheme. 

The e-voting requirements of Chang-Lee's scheme and our improved scheme are 

summarized in Table 2. In comparison with Chang-Lee's scheme, the improved scheme 

is more secure. 
 

4. Performance Analysis 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the improved scheme and compare it with 

original Chang-Lee scheme in terms of efficiency. For evaluation of performance, we defined 

some evaluation parameters in Table 3. Table 4 gives evaluative values for computation and 
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communication analysis of our improved scheme and compares it with [2]. With regard to 

communication rounds, our improved scheme introduces a mutual authentication mechanism 

and a verifiability requirement for securing whole e-voting procedure. Therefore, the 

necessity to add nine additional communication rounds for involved voter and voting 

authorities per vote.  

In addition, to compare the computational cost of the improved scheme against Chang-

Lee’s scheme, we measured the cryptographic operations needed to secure the 

communication channels for initial phase, voting phase, and publishing phase. During the 

initial phase of our scheme, MC/VC must negotiate a new session key with PS for resisting 

attack 4 presented in [22]. As a result, it is necessity to add three additional TExp and eight 

additional TSym for MC, VC, and PS in this phase. Next, during the voting phase of our 

scheme, in order to prevent attacks 1, 2, and 3 presented in [22], the necessity to add four 

additional TSym and eight additional TAsym for involved parties in this phase. Finally, during the 

publishing phase of our scheme, in order to ensure the verifiability of voting and resist double 

voting, the necessity to add two additional TSym for RC and Vi in this phase. Note that we 

assumed there is one voter involved in a vote. It is clear that the overhead of additional 

computations for a vote is negligible, especially in view of the level of security the improved 

e-voting scheme offers. 

 

Table 2. Comparisons of e-voting Criteria between Chang-Lee’s Scheme 
and our Improved Scheme 

 

 
Table 3. Evaluation Parameters 
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Table 4. Efficiency Comparisons 

 
 

5. Conclusions 

Security, fairness, accuracy, verifiability and privacy are essential issues for online e-

voting applications. Recently, Chang and Lee proposed an anonymous voting scheme based 

on Chaum’s blind signature and Diffie-Hellman key exchange. However, with deep insight 

into Chang-Lee’s e-voting scheme, we found that their scheme has some security weaknesses, 

and is not easily reparable. To solve security flaws of Chang-Lee’s e-voting scheme, in this 

paper, we propose an improvement on their scheme to solve security problems found in 

Chang-Lee’s e-voting scheme. Security analysis shows that our improved scheme not only 

prevents various attacks but also provides mutual authentication between system participants. 

In addition, the overhead of additional computations for securing e-voting is negligible in the 

improved scheme. Therefore, it is suitable for e-voting applications with high security criteria. 
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